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Abstract—The goal of this project was to create a multimodal dialogue system which provides some of the advantages of a human tutor, not normally encountered in self-study material and systems. A human tutor aids learners by:

- Providing a framework of tasks suitable to the learner's needs
- Continuously monitoring learner progress and adapting task content and delivery style
- Providing a source of speaking practice and motivation

MILLA is a prototype language tuition system comprising tuition management, learner state monitoring, and an adaptable curriculum, all mediated through speech. The system enrols and monitors learners via a spoken dialogue interface, provides pronunciation practice and automatic error correction in two modalities, grammar exercises, and two custom speech-to-speech chatbots for spoken interaction practice. The focus on speech in the tutor's output and in the learning modules addresses the current deficit in spoken interaction practice in Computer Aided Language Learning (CALL) applications, with different text-to-speech (TTS) voices used to provide a variety of speech models across the different modules. The system monitors learner engagement using Kinect sensors and checks pronunciation and responds to dialogue using automatic speech recognition (ASR). A learner record is used in conjunction with the curriculum to provide activities relevant to the learner’s current abilities and first language, and to monitor and record progress.

Index Terms—language learning, CALL, spoken dialogue system.

I. INTRODUCTION

Language learning is an increasingly important area of human and commercial endeavour as increasing globalisation and migration coupled with the explosion in personal technology ownership expand the need for well designed, pedagogically oriented language learning applications.

While second languages have long been learned conversationally with negotiation of meaning between speakers of different languages sharing living or working environments, these methods did not figure in formal settings. In contrast, traditional formal language instruction followed a grammar-translation paradigm, based largely on the written word. The advent of more communicative methodologies in tandem with increased access to audio-visual media in the target language had led to much greater emphasis on use of the language in both the spoken and written forms. The Common European Framework of Reference for Language Learning and Teaching (CEFR) recently added a more integrative fifth skill – spoken interaction – to the traditional four skills – reading and listening, and writing and speaking [1]. The nature of language curricula is also undergoing change as, with increased mobility and globalisation, many learners now need language as a practical tool rather than simply as an academic achievement [2].

The language learning sector has been an early adopter of various technologies, with video and audio courses available since the early days of audiovisual technology, and developments in Computer Assisted Language Learning (CALL) have resulted in freely available and commercial language learning material for autonomous study. Much of this material provides learners with reading practice and listening comprehension to improve accuracy in syntax and vocabulary, rather like exercises in a textbook with speech added. These resources greatly help develop discrete skills, but the challenge of providing tuition and practice in the ever more vital “fifth skill”, spoken interaction, remains.

Much effort has been put into creating speech activities which allow learners to engage in spoken interaction with a conversational partner, the most difficult competence for a learner to acquire independently, with attempts to provide practice in spoken conversation (or texted chat) using chatbot systems based on pattern matching (e.g. Pandorabots) [3] or statistically driven (e.g. Cleverbot) [4] architectures.

An excellent overview of uses of speech technology in language education is given by [5], covering the use of ASR and TTS to address specific tasks and implementations of complete tutoring systems. Ellis and Bogart [9] outline theories of language education/second language acquisition (SLA) from the perspective of speech technology, while Chapelle provides an overview of speech technology in language learning from the perspective of language educators [10]. Simple commercial pronunciation tutoring applications range from “listen and repeat” exercises without feedback or with auto-feedback. In more sophisticated systems the learner’s utterance is recorded and compared with a target or model, and then feedback is given on errors and strategies to correct those errors. Interesting examples of spoken production training systems based on speech technology, where phoneme recognition is used to provide corrective feedback on learner input, include CMU’s Fluency [6], KTH’s Arthur [7] and MySpeech [8].

Dialog systems using text and later speech have been
successfully used to tutor learners through a natural language interface in science and mathematics subjects. For example, relevant paradigms are the AutoTutor [11] and ITSPoke [12] systems. In language learning, early systems such as VILTS [13] presented tasks and activities based on different themes which were chosen by the user, while other systems concentrated on pronunciation training via a conversational interface [7].

The MILLA system developed in this project is a multimodal spoken dialogue system combining custom language learning modules with other existing web resources in a balanced curriculum, and offering some of the advantages of a human tutor by integrating spoken dialogue both in the user interface and within specific modules.

II. MILLA SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Figure 1 shows the general architecture of the MILLA system. MILLA’s spoken dialogue Tuition Manager (Figure 1) consults a curriculum of language learning tasks, a learner record and learner state module to greet and enrol learners. It also offers language learning submodules, provides feedback, and monitors user state. The tasks comprise spoken dialogue practice with two chatbots, general and focussed pronunciation practice, grammar and vocabulary exercises. All of the tuition manager’s interaction with the user can be performed using speech and gestures.

The tuition manager and all interfaces are written in Python 2.6, with additional C#, Javascript, Java, and Bash in the Kinect, chat, Sphinx4, and pronunciation elements respectively.

III. TUITION MANAGEMENT

MILLA’s spoken dialogue Tuition Session Manager is a Spoken Dialog System (SDS) that guides the user through the system. The SDS is rule-based, i.e. depending on the answer of the user, the system provides one answer or another. As shown in Figure 2 the Tuition Session Manager first welcomes the user and checks if they already have an account. If the user does not have an account, the system offers to create one. Then, the system consults the curriculum of language learning tasks, the learner record and learner state associated to the user. The way the Tuition Manager updates the learner record is explained in SectionV. The user is asked to choose a language learning submodule and she is redirected to the selected learning module. Meanwhile, the Tuition Manager monitors the user state so that it can offer another alternative tasks if signals of frustration or lack of interest are detected by the system (as planned for a future version). The way the Tuition Manager monitors the user state is explained in Section IV.

Spoken interaction with the user is performed through TTS and ASR. The first is implemented using the Cereproc’s Python SDK [15], while the second is based on the CMU’s Sphinx4 ASR [16] through custom Python bindings using W3C compliant Java Speech Format Grammars. During the design phase the dialogue modules were first written in VoiceXML for rapid prototyping purposes, and then ported to Python.

IV. LEARNER STATE MONITOR

Microsoft’s Kinect SDK [17] is used for gesture recognition. MILLA includes a learner state module to eventually infer learner boredom or involvement. As a first pass, gestures indicating various commands were designed and incorporated into the system using Microsoft’s Kinect SDK. The current implementation comprises four gestures: “Stop”, “I don’t know”, “Swipe Left” and “Swipe Right”. Figure 3 shows a snapshot of the “I don’t know” gesture. They were modelled by tracking the skeletal movements associated with these gestures and extracting joint coordinates on the x, y, and z planes to train the gesture classifier. Python’s socket programming modules were used to communicate between the Windows machine running the Kinect and the Mac laptop hosting MILLA.

V. LEARNER PROGRESSION - CURRICULUM AND LEARNER RECORD

MILLA creates a learner record for each user which is used in conjunction with the curriculum and user state model to guide users to relevant activities, monitor in-session performance and learner state through the predefined gestures or any other inferred information such as boredom and frustration. It also record the learner’s progress along the curriculum. The curriculum consists of activities for each of the modules tagged with level, first language suitability, duration, and any other information needed to run the activity. As an example, there is a curriculum entry for a focussed pronunciation activity based on the difference between the [i] and [i:] sounds in “fit” and “feet” respectively. It contains information on the
sentence used in this exercise (“These shoes fit my feet”), including suitable explanatory graphics and tips to display on the user interface, level, and the first languages where these sounds are frequently confused. It also contains automatically extracted phonetic renderings of the target phrase and an “erroneous” version for use as parameters in the focussed pronunciation module. For the general pronunciation, chat and grammar modules, which are web-based, the system stores the relevant urls for different levels and activities plus the score or accumulated time needed to progress to the next activity or level. This abstraction will facilitate curriculum authoring and editing in the future.

When a learner logs on to the system and chooses their learning module, the learner record is queried to check the user’s level, first language, and which activities have been completed. The curriculum is then searched for the next relevant activities in the module, and the learner is directed to suitable activities.

When the module progression is based on time accumulated, the system allows the user to choose how long they will stay on the activity. On completion of the activity the system updates the learner record and prompts the user to choose a new activity or quit. The curriculum and learner records are currently stored as JSON lists. The plan is to port them to an SQL database as the system develops.

VI. PRONUNCIATION TUITION

MILLA incorporates two pronunciation modules. They are both based on comparison of learner production with model production using the Goodness of Pronunciation (GOP) algorithm [18]. However one is first language (L1) focused by taking into account common pronunciation errors from L1 learners, whereas the other provides general pronunciation error feedback independently of L1.

GOP scoring involves two phases: 1) a free phone loop recognition phase which determines the most likely phone sequence given the input speech without giving the ASR any information about the target sentence, and 2) a forced alignment phase which provides the ASR with the phonetic transcription and force aligns the speech signal with the expected phone sequence. Then, the GOP score is computed by comparison of the log-likelihoods obtained from the forced alignment and free recognition phases.

A. Focussed Tuition based on common L1 specific errors

The first module was implemented using the HTK toolkit [19] and is defined by five-state 32 Gaussian mixture monophone acoustic models provided with the PennAligner toolkit [20], [21]. In this module, phone specific threshold scores were derived by artificially inserting errors in the pronunciation lexicon and running the algorithm on native recordings, as in [22]. After preliminary tests, we constrained the free phone loop recogniser for more robust behaviour, using phone confusions common in specific L1’s to define constrained phone grammars. A database of utterances with common errors in several L1’s was built into the curriculum (for the learner to practice), so that the system offers relevant pronunciation training based on the learner’s first language, which is obtained from the learner record.

B. General Phrase Level Tuition

The second pronunciation training module is a phrase level trainer which is accessed by MILLA via the MySpeech web service [8]. It tests pronunciation at several difficulty levels as described in [23]. Difficulty levels are introduced by incorporating Broad Phonetic Groups (BPGs) to cluster similar phones. A BFG consists of phones that share similar articulatory feature information, for example plosives and fricatives. There are three difficulty levels in the MySpeech system: easy, medium and hard. The easiest level includes a greater number of BPGs in comparison to the harder levels.

Figure 4 shows the web interface of MySpeech. It consists of several numbered panels for the users to select sentences and practice their pronunciation by listening to the selected sentence spoken by a native speaker and record their own version of the same sentence. Finally, the results panel shows the detected mispronunciation errors of a submitted utterance using darker colours.
VII. SPOKEN INTERACTION TUITION (CHAT)

In order to provide spoken interaction practice, MILLA sends the user either to Michael (Level 1) or to Susan (Level 2), two chatbots created using the Pandorabots web-based chatbot hosting service [24]. Figure 5 shows the web interface for the chatbot service with Michael and Susan.

In this work, these bots were first implemented in text-to-text form in AIML (Artificial Intelligence Markup Language). Then, TTS and ASR were added through the Web Speech API, conforming to W3C standards [25]. The system design is based on previous research in the field of CALL as well as consultation with language teachers and learners [26]. The system allows users either to speak to the bot, or to type chat questions/responses. The user receives text feedback from the bot and can also listen to these utterances pronounced in the accent of the bot (Michael: British-English and Susan: American-English). A chat log was also implemented in the interface, allowing the user to read back or replay previous interactions.

VIII. GRAMMAR, VOCABULARY AND EXTERNAL RESOURCES

MILLA’s curriculum includes a number of graded activities from the OUP’s English File and the British Council’s Learn English websites. Wherever possible the system scrapes any scores returned by these web services for exercises and incorporates them into the learner’s record, while in other cases the progression and scoring system includes a time required to be spent on the exercises before the user progresses to the next exercises (as explained in Section V). During the project custom morphology and syntax exercises created using VoiceXML, which will be ported to MILLA.

IX. FUTURE WORK

MILLA is an ongoing project. In particular work in progress includes the development of a Graphical User Interface and avatar to provide a more immersive version. We also have a plan to incorporate several new modules into MILLA. Finally,
user trials are planned in several centres providing language training to immigrants in Ireland.
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